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In 1699 a bond for the construction of ﬂat vaults was invented
by Joseph Abeille (Gallon, 1735); an improved variant was pro-
posed later by Sébastien Truchet. Both were presented and studied
by Frézier (1737 reprint in 1980). These ﬁndings answered to the
search for a stony building system that, made of shorter elements
than the span, could cover a space with a ﬂat ceiling. The thrust of
any kind of standard vault, if ﬂat, clearly blocked whatever
straightforward applications of known stereotomic systems. Hence
the importance, at their times, of Abeille’s and Truchet’s proposals.
The geometry of Abeille’s ﬂat vault is based on a square tiling
obtained through translation and rotation of a single ashlar type,
a polyhedron having two orthogonal cross sections (both vertical
and passing through the centroid) in the shape of isosceles trapezia
with the longer bases at opposite sides (see Fig. 1). Contrary to
what happens in other stereotomic systems, this structure is con-
ceived as the assembly of identical stone pieces leaving an inherent
decorative pattern on the underside.
Truchet developed his design as an improvement of Abeille’s,
with interlocking shapes that leave no void on either surface of
the vault and have ruled contact surfaces between stones.
Probably inspired by the proposals of timber frames that
appeared previously in Villard De Honnecourt, Leonardo da Vinci,ll rights reserved.
aboratoire GSA – Géométrie
rchitecture Paris-Malaquais),
5045654.
is.archi.fr (M. Brocato), mon-and Sebastiano Serlio, and in the contemporary work of JohnWallis
(these timber frames are called Serlio’s ﬂoors in Emy (1837) and
Yeomans (1997)), the ﬂat vaults are structures that partake of the
nature of nexorades (or reciprocal frames Baverel (2000), Baverel
et al. (2000), Baverel and Nooshin (2007)) and of traditional vaults.
In fact, as already noticed by Frézier (1737 reprint in 1980),
each ashlar, like a wooden beam in a Serlio’s ﬂoor, supports two
neighboring ashlars and is supported by two others. The support
is not simple though as it happens for wooden timbers, because
the inclination of the joints induces a side thrust. Thus, these vaults
can discharge loads in compression as usually, but, thanks to the
particular interweaving of stones—mimicking that of timbers in
Serlio’s, a bending resistance larger than standard can be obtained
for unit thrust. As a consequence, a sufﬁcient strength of the con-
struction to withstand its self weight and the usual vertical loads
was expected, together with an enhancement of the vault’s intra-
dos appearance.
The static performance of the system has recently been ob-
served in experiments (Fleury, 2009).
If Abeille’s and derived bonds were used to build only a few ﬂat
vaults in XVIII and XIX century’s Spain (Rabasa-Dìaz, 1998; Nichilo,
2003; Uva, 2003), these systems have lately received a renewed
attention for the design of curved surfaces (Etlin et al., 2008;
Fallacara, 2006, 2009; Sakarovitch, 2006). Interesting geometric
and structural issues emerge then from the need of adapting the
bond on the surface. A routine to deﬁne the shape and arrangement
of stones given the morphology of the vault has been proposed by
the authors of this paper (Brocato and Mondardini, 2010, 2011),
some unpublished variants are presented here. In addition, this
paper focuses on the idea that a structural optimum can be sought
Fig. 1. Perspective views of a portion of an Abeille’s ﬂat vault: (a) mounted, (b) exploded. This vault is characterized by a smooth extrados and a carved intrados, nevertheless
the bond is stable also if mounted upside-down.
Fig. 2. Von Mises stresses [Pa] in the vertical cross section of a typical Abeille’s ﬂat vault ashlar resting on ideal smooth contacts on two ﬁxed similar stones and bearing a
vertical load of 50 kN equally distributed on top of it. The discharge arch and the tensile zone below are clearly observable; the highest stresses appear next to the upper
surface, where the local effect of the applied load and the arch’s thrust cumulate.
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derive it.
In a curved Abeille’s bonding two features can be expected to
merge: the catenary effect inherent with vaulted forms and the
stacking timber effect proper to nexorades. Hence the guess that
an optimum exists between a system where the former character
dominates over the latter one and a system where the opposite
condition takes place. Nexorades can in fact be seen as structures
statically antithetical to arches, that can be named ‘levery’ as based
on the principle of the lever instead than that of the inverted chain
(Brocato, 2011).
Notice that Abeille’s ﬂat vault stability relies on thrust as it hap-
pens in standard vaulted systems, but—contrary to what occurs in
these systems—here each stone withstand loads as a compressed
deep beam. The inclination of the stone’s faces makes in fact con-
tact forces act out of the plane of the vault, with a resultant orthog-
onal to that plane larger, per unit of thrust, than standard. Actions
in the stone are those typical of bending of deep beams, with a dis-
charge arch interesting most of the stone’s volume and a quasi-uni-
form traction along the ﬁber opposite to the arch.
To support this description, in Fig. 2 we show the von Mises
stress map in the vertical cross section of a single Abeille’s ﬂat
vault ashlar with ideal contacts and load. The computation was
performed using the model and assumptions that will be presented
later in this paper to study the whole vault. The dimensions of the
ashlar are given in the following table.Maximum length 0.88 m
Maximum width 0.44 m
Height 0.20 m
Inclination of the faces on the vertical plane ±p/4 radThe bending resistance of stones under such condition is sufﬁ-
ciently high for no records of tensile fracture in experiments on
Abeille’s vaults to exist.2. Geometry
We focus on the particular case of spherical domes and Abeille’s
bonding, calling upon the automatic procedure presented in
Brocato and Mondardini (2010), with some additions. Starting
from a set of independent variables that deﬁne the bonding and
geometry of a vault, and from the necessary physical information
on materials and loads, the procedure performs a ﬁnite element
structural analysis of the vault. The outcome of this analysis is then
red in terms of a few parameters related to the structural perfor-
mance of that vault. The search for the optimum is then made com-
paring candidate vaults.
The procedure was implemented using Wolfram Mathematica
for the geometrical computations and visualizations and Cast3M
(a general purpose ﬁnite element computer code developed by
the French Atomic Energy Commission CEA), for the mechanical
computations.
The geometry of the dome is deﬁned starting from the choice of
a geodesic sphere and applying to the edges of this polyhedron a
transformation that creates a net having the interweaving property
of a nexorade. The edges of this net are assumed to support the
axes of the ashlars, which are then completely deﬁned checking
their contacts with the neighbors.
A geodesic sphere is a polyhedron whose vertices lay on the sur-
face of a sphere and edges lay into planes that contain the center of
the sphere (Kenner, 1976). If any such polyhedron can be chosen
to start deﬁning an Abeille’s dome according to our procedure
(Brocato and Mondardini, 2011), we focus here on domes obtained
starting from an icosahedron: a spherical mesh is obtained project-
ing the edges of this polyhedron from the center of the sphere to its
surface; the result is then reﬁned by triangulation to get denser
meshes until the wanted density is reached (Brocato and Mondar-
dini, 2010).
As quoted above, starting from the geodesic sphere, a procedure
expedient for the design of nexorades is called to transform its
Fig. 4. Cross section of the ashlars. The legs of all trapezia considered in the
analyses are drawn on the right hand side of the picture.
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having four simple connections, two at its ends to be supported
and two at intermediate points to bear other nexors. The elemen-
tary arrangement of nexors in a nexorade is called a ‘fan’. Though
not interesting here, nexors with more or less than four connec-
tions can be also considered.
As already discussed, Abeille’s ﬂat vault bond is closely related
to the sketch of Serlio’s: both of them provided a solution for the
problem of covering a space with elements shorter than the span,
based on a square tiling. Serlio’s can be seen as a nexorade made of
ﬂat four nexors fans; consequently the same can be said of Abeille’s
and methods useful for the general design of nexorades can be
hired for our purposes.
Hence a method applicable for the design of nexorades is ap-
plied (Baverel, 2000; Baverel et al., 2000; Baverel and Nooshin,
2007): given any regular or semi-regular polyhedron, the nexor’s
axes of the corresponding nexorade can be obtained by rotating
each edge of the polyhedron about its mid point of the same angle
about an axis radiating from the center of the solid.
In our procedure, for all edges of the geodesic sphere, the mid
point is identiﬁed and the normal to the sphere through this point
is taken; then a rotation of an angle a (an amplitude deﬁned by the
designer between 0 and p/2, ends excluded) about this normal is
applied to the edge to obtain the nexors. We call a the chirality an-
gle because it rules the chiral morphology of the fabric. Fig. 3 shows
the result of the step for an hemisphere.
The operation creates a list of three local coordinates axes per
nexor, taking the nexor’s axis ti, the normal to the sphere in the
mid point of the nexor ni, and their vector product ti  ni =mi).
Furthermore, a topological information must be recovered, to
decide which nexors cross each other, a task that is accomplished
checking the distances between the end points of the segments
representing the nexor’s axes to decide, for all nexors, which nexor
lays right at the left-hand side and which right at the right-hand
side of it (left and right being uniquely deﬁned with respect to
the local axes, standing as ni and looking in the direction of ti).
The stereotomy of ashlars having such nexors as axes must then
be deﬁned. To begin with, the base trapezium, an isosceles one, is
deﬁned through the following parameters: b, the height measured
along ni, a0, the length of the mid-segment measured along mi, and
u, the angle of the legs on the normal direction ni; the two bases
are a1 = a0  b tanu and a2 = a0 + b tanu, with the axis ti passing
through the mid point of the mid segment of the trapezium (Fig. 4).
We call u the splice angle to emphasize its importance in the
bond ruling the inclination of contact surfaces on the vault’s ideal
spherical surface. For u? 0 there is no splice effect in the contact
and the vault’s resistance relies mostly—if not entirely—on thrust;Fig. 3. Nexorade sketch (right) obtained from half a geodesic sphere (left) rotating edges
their mid point.for large enough values of u (whose upper limit p/2 is geometri-
cally meaningless) a stacking effect would take place and the lev-
ery mechanism eventually dominate over the inverted catenary
one. The splice effect appears in between as a combination of
thrust and stack made possible by friction.
This angle could also be named after the planes it deﬁnes, called
‘‘coupes’’ in French treatises on stereotomy dealing with ﬂat arches
(see e.g. Douliot, 1825), but layer, the corresponding English term,
does not seem appropriate here.
Notice that a possible change of sign of u corresponds, mechan-
ically, to the passage from end-supported stones bearing their
neighbors between supports to center-supported stones bearing
their neighbors as cantilevers and, from the esthetic point of view,
from a smooth to a carved intrados. The mechanical consequence
of such a change are not further explored in this paper.
For the examples that will follow we have taken b = 0.0857r,
and a0 = 0.07875r, where r = 5 m is the radius of the sphere, while
variations of u where explored. Vaults of spherical shape, but
spanning less than the hemisphere can also be considered, choos-
ing the spherical cap cut by the plane at a distance fr from the cen-
ter of the sphere (0 6 f < 1). In particular we have taken f = 0.75
and thus a span s = 1.3229r.
Given a cross section and an axis, the shape of all stones must
then be deﬁned in such a way that they all ﬁt with their neighbors.
A tentative set of shapes is for this purpose generated taking right
prisms having the same trapezoidal base and the height along the
nexor direction ti. Knowledge of the topological relation between
nexors can then be used to compute the intersections between
the parallel edges of each such prism and the surfaces identiﬁed
by one side of the neighboring prism right at its left-hand or
right-hand. Notice that, due to the curvature of the approached
spherical surface, these edges do not necessarily reach the faces
of the neighboring prism and will, in this case, be cut at the point
where they cross the plane of that face. The prism’s bases are thenof a chirality angle a = p/10 about the normal to the surface of the sphere passing by
Fig. 5. Shaping of the ashlars to make them in contact with each other. The the left-
hand side of the picture shows two right prisms with their height along nexors
(nexors are denoted by a dashed segment) that are transformed into those on the
right. Ashlars shaped as shown at the right-hand side of the picture make up
together a vault of the type we name A.
Fig. 6. Reshaping of the ashlars to give the intrados and extrados of the vault the
shape of polyhedra with vertices on the surface of a sphere. The prismatic ashlars on
the left-hand side of the picture are transformed into those on the right. The latter
make together up a vault of the type B.
Fig. 8. Extrados (left) and intrados (right) of an Abeille’s
Fig. 7. View of the pattern on the extrados of spherical Abeille’s
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tions with its neighbors. Fig. 5 shows the procedure for a couple of
nexors.
In addition to these intersections deﬁning the ashlar’s bases, the
ideal print of each of them on the lateral surface of adjacent stones
is computed, a useful piece of information when assembling the
vault.
The resulting dome is made of ashlars that are all prisms with
the same cross section and differ only for the inclination of their
bases (a striking asset for the economy of the construction). In such
a dome the intrados and extrados surfaces display jumps at all nex-
or’s contacts.
If a smoother appearance is sought, a modiﬁcation of the vault’s
appearance, if not necessarily of the structural performances, can
be obtained changing the shape of stones in such a way that all ver-
tices at the extrados lay on the same spherical surface and all ver-
tices at the intrados lay on another concentric spherical surface.
This result can be obtained keeping in their plane all faces
where a contact between ashlars occurs, but changing their shape
in this plane to make the vault’s intrados and extrados as close to
spherical surfaces as needed. In this way the intrados and extrados
lateral faces of the stones will no more be planar surfaces, but out
of plane polyhedral or curved surfaces; ashlars will be nonconvex
polyhedra.
In particular we will take into account the case when the vault’s
intrados and extrados are shaped as convex polyhedra. We will de-
note by A vaults of the ﬁrst type (prismatic ashlars) and by B those
of the second type (nonconvex polyhedral ashlars).
Fig. 6 shows a reshaping of this kind (different polyhedral
shapes can be chosen to answer to the need); it must be noticedhemispherical dome with prismatic ashlars (type A).
bonds obtained for different values of the chirality angle a.
Fig. 9. Extrados (left) and intrados (right) of an Abeille’s hemispherical dome with the intrados and the extrados reshaped as polyhedra with vertices on the surface of a
sphere (type B).
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do not preserve the ﬂatness of contacts.
The procedure described above is entirely automatic. All param-
eters ruling the geometry of the vault can be chosen by the de-
signer to enhance the performance and esthetics of the
construction. Fig. 7 shows for instance three of the possible pat-
terns (with prismatic ashlars) that can be obtained by different val-
ues of the chirality angle a.
Fig. 8 shows the view from the extrados and the intrados of one
of the possible resulting Abeille’s dome of type A and Fig. 9 shows a
case of type B.Fig. 10. Comparison of the load–deﬂection curves for the vault a ¼ 3p20 and u ¼ 2p15
obtained through a linear elastic continuous model (orange) and the nonlinear
model used to obtain all other results in this paper (red). The Young modulus of the
linear model was taken to ﬁt with the ﬁrst branch of the non-linear result, i.e. at a
value about 1/55 of the Young modulus of the stone considered in the non-linear
numerical analyses. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)3. Mechanical analyses
3.1. Choice of the model
To compare vaults on a mechanical basis we need a model of
them. Many possibilities exist to deﬁne such a model and the
choice of the most appropriate one in the present circumstances
can be driven by the following considerations.
Structures of the kind we are studying are made of solid blocks
of stone (the ashlars) separated by thin interfaces ﬁlled with mor-
tar (the joints). Interfaces play a paramount role in the actual
behavior of the system and models not including them—at least
loosely—are known to be poorly predictive, unless the analysis of
a very reduced class of phenomena is sought. Hence the
alternatives:
 Look at the ashlars and the joints as deformable solids of differ-
ent nature, perhaps displaying nonlinear behaviors and even
displacement jumps across the joints, and make a homogeneous
equivalent model of the heterogeneous system they compose.
 Consider masonry as an ideal no-tension material or as a mate-
rial with smeared cracks (usually seen as an homogeneous one)
and perform non-linear analyses.
 Neglect the deformability of the ashlars and model the system
as a discrete set, with displacements occurring only (or mainly)
at the interfaces between rigid (or roughly deformable) blocks.
 Make a fully heterogeneous nonlinear model of the structure,
with deformable—conceivably linear elastic—solid blocks to
represent the ashlars and deformable nonlinear interfaces to
represent the joints.
A benchmark of three different models of masonry structures
and a comparison of numerical and experimental results is given
by Giordano et al. (2002). The models were: a ﬁnite element onewith discontinuities obtained with Cast3M under assumptions
similar to those we are going to take, a ﬁnite element continuous
one made with ABAQUS considering a homogeneous material with
smeared cracks, and a discrete elements one made with UDEC
(Universal Distinct Element Code). The three models are shown
to be in good agreement with the experiments. The main weakness
of the ﬁrst is, according to the authors, related to the need of re-
meshing in case of large displacements; the second fails predicting
cyclic behaviors, and the third needed—at that time—further devel-
opments to take deformable blocks into account.
The results of a comparative study of different models, made to
support the decision on the modeling strategy to adopt, is given in
Figs. 10 and 11. These load–deﬂection curves are computed for a
loading that will be presented later on in this section and are
shown here to justify our choice of the model.
The ﬁrst and second approach in the previous list are mostly
appropriate for brickworks, where the characteristic size of the
heterogeneities is much smaller than that of the structure. For this
reason we will follow neither of them in this paper. A review of
homogenization approaches proposed for masonry structures is gi-
ven by Lourenço et al. (2007).
Fig. 11. Comparison of the load–deﬂection curves for the vault (i) a ¼ 23p120 andu ¼ p15
versus (ii) a ¼ 3p20 and u ¼ 2p15, obtained through a rigid ashlar model (r) and the
nonlinear model used to obtain all other results in this paper (f). The choice of these
two vaults is motivated by the fact, explained into further detail in a subsequent
part of this paper, that they display the minimum and maximum residual
displacement after the selected loading tests.
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neous and a non-linear heterogeneous model are compared in
Fig. 10 to support the choice of the latter. In this ﬁgure the load–
displacement curve of a linear elastic continuous vault (no joints)
is compared with that of the same vault obtained through the non-
linear model chosen for the other developments presented in this
paper. The vault corresponds to the taken a ¼ 3p20 and u ¼ p15 and
is of type A. Loading, boundary conditions and reference points
for the measure of the deﬂection are those adopted for all the anal-
yses that follow and will be presented in details later in this paper.
The Young modulus of the equivalent homogeneous material in-
cluded in the linear model was chosen ﬁtting the ﬁrst branch of
the non-linear result: a value of 5.4 MPa was taken i.e. about 1/
55 of the Young modulus of the stone considered in the non-linear
numerical analyses.
The result indicates clearly that the geometry of joints is a par-
amount feature in the physical system and that a load-dependent
homogeneous behavior is to be determined to mimic the system’s
evolution. A task (so far proposed for periodic or statistically
homogeneous systems), per se, challenging in our case due to the
spatial arrangement of heterogeneities based on a tessellation of
the sphere and to the size of ashlars compared with that of the
vault.
Rigid blocks discrete systems are often used in dynamics, when
a simpliﬁed model of the contact interaction is expedient. In such
models velocity jumps are expected when blocks collide with each
other and the distribution of stresses, within blocks and at their
contacts, are naturally indeterminate. The ﬁrst issue is possibly
tackled via a shock law and less a concern in our case, as we are
not searching for an optimal dynamic response of the structure.
Within the framework of Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics, Jean
(1999) avoids the second issue analyzing numerically 144
(10 cm  5 cm) elastic blocks with Mohr–Coulomb joints. In the
same framework, with similar joints but rigid blocks, Raﬁee et al.
(2008) computed the response of arches to dynamic loadings. An
elasto-plastic model of the contact interaction is used instead by
El-Raheb (2010), proving effective for the seismic analysis of stone-
walls staying on dry friction contacts. These results encourage the
recourse to similar models in our case.
A comparison of results obtained for structures of the kind we
are studying considering rigid or deformable blocks, with equalinterfaces, is shown in Fig. 11. The model with deformable blocks
will be presented in the following part of this section, while the
model with rigid blocks is simply obtained from it rising the Young
modulus of the ashlars’ material of three orders of magnitude.
Loading, boundary conditions and the point where deﬂections
are measured will be presented later in this paper. These results
support the idea that the deformability of the ashlars do play a role
in the system that cannot be neglected in quasi static conditions,
which can be read not only—as obviously expected—by its effect
on the deﬂection of the loaded structure, but also in the residual
deformation after unloading.
The latter effect can be explained as a result of the inﬂuence of
the deformability of the hyperstatic structure on the load descent
path—leading to a distribution of the contact stresses among inter-
faces that dependon the different stiffnesses of the ashlars—an issue
that is less a concern in a single arch or in a reasonably regular wall,
the structural types that were studied in the quoted literature.
Whatever the preferred model for the structure, a limit analysis
can be done. E.g. the path opened by Suquet (1983) can be followed
to study the failure limit of periodic arrangements of heteroge-
neous rigid-plastic associated materials. Such analyses give no
information on the structure’s pre-failure behavior. Hence a lim-
ited interest in the present case toward approaches of this kind,
as we wish to produce results for the design of new structures,
whose performances are not only to be tested at the ultimate
strength limit, but also during service.
3.2. Deﬁnition of the model
Taking into account the previous results and considerations, we
decided modeling the vault as a discontinuous set of deformable
ashlars in contact with each other through thin mortar layers
and analyze it as an heterogeneous system by the ﬁnite element
method.
For this purpose ad hoc programmed software interfaces export
from Mathematica to Cast3M information on the local topology
and coordinates of the vertices of each ashlar. All higher level geo-
metric and topologic information is then re-build in the latter code.
In particular, edges are built from vertices, faces from edges and
volumes from faces, having thus each stone meshed into a block
of ﬁnite tetrahedral elements.
Contacts occurring between such blocks must then be detected
and all interfaces identiﬁed by means of a proximity criterion. Then
a mesh adjustment is needed because, on these interfaces, nodes
on the boundary of one block do not necessarily correspond, one
to one, to nodes of the other block’s boundary, which eventually
arises incompatibility issues in calculations. Hence it is necessary
to transform incompatible couples, that are possibly created when
blocks are meshed independently of each other, into compatible
ones.
For this purpose, using the Cast3m’s ‘CBLO’ operator (Pegon,
1999), each edge of each block’s mesh is inspected; if a master
node of another block is found closer to this segment than a gap
gauge, the node is duplicated and added to the mesh of the current
block. A similar procedure is performed for all parts of the mesh. At
the end of it, all surfaces facing each other with a gap thinner than
the gauge, have master nodes corresponding one to one.
Stone blocks are then modeled as linear elastic solids (different
mechanical behaviors being applicable if needed), with the usual
parameters:qs Density
Es Young modulus
ms Poisson ratio
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ratory tests performed on tender limestone with miliole (the so
called royal bench) from Noyant, France. The Young modulus Es
was estimated starting from a measured sound speed
v = 2500 m/s as
Es ¼ 3ð1 msÞqsv2:
The density qs was directly measured and the Poisson ratio ms was
taken according to standard values for the kind of stone.
Interfaces are modeled as joints with Mohr–Coulomb behavior
by means of the ‘GENJ’ operator (Pegon et al., 2001), implemented
in the standard release of Cast3m: compression forces and tangen-
tial forces limited by friction can be exchanged across them; stones
can separate and/or glide on each other under the action of contact
forces. This model is deﬁned by the parameters:Fi
th
in
wqmg. 12. View
e chirality a
dicates the
eight.Density
Kn Compression elastic modulus
Ks Shear elastic modulus
c Cohesion
/ Friction angleThe joint behaves elastically inside the Mohr–Coulomb domain
deﬁned in terms of normal stress r and shear stress s by
jsj 6 ðc  rÞ tan/
(assuming positive tensile normal stresses). An associated plastic
ﬂow rule deﬁned by a dilatancy angle equal to the friction angle
/ is adopted when the stress vector lies on the surface of this do-
main, i.e., in terms of gliding rate c and opening rate d:
d ¼ jcj tan/:
The perfect unilateral contact is one obeying the Signorini condi-
tion: there is a contact gap that can be closed or open but interpen-
etration is forbidden, a necessarily compressive reaction exists if
and only if the gap is closed. This unilateral constraint is treatedof the extrados of some of the explored A vaults for different values of
ngle a and of the splice (positive) angle u; f = 0.75. The dark tint
area where a vertical variable load is applied in addition to the selfin Cast3m through a penalization method where Kn plays the role
of a multiplier; hence a possible overlap of the contact faces in
numerical results.
The mortar’s density qm and Poisson ratio mm were set through
an experience-based assessment. The mortar’s elastic modulus Em
was obtained from a full scale test on an arch made of the above
mentioned stone with Fermaﬂex mortar joints. Fermaﬂex is the
brand of a bi-component adhesive mortar with synthetic latex in
aqueous emulsion and a cement, sand, and cellulosics, based pow-
der. The value of the elastic modulus of the joints was taken ﬁtting
with measures the computed value of the maximum deﬂection, the
simulation being done through the same kind of ﬁnite element
model presented here.
The parameters needed in the ﬁnite element model were com-
puted from the above mentioned material parameters (t the joint’s
thickness):
Kn ¼ Emð1 mmÞt 1 mm  2m2m
  ; Ks ¼ Em2tð1þ mmÞ :
The material parameters that were used for calculations are listed in
the following table.Fi
ve
reAshlarsg. 13. Loading is gi
rtical distributed fo
sultant of both ﬁeldDensityven by the self-weight (depe
rce whose resultant oscillat
s [105 N] is plotted here versqsnding on the
es between 0
us a ﬁctitious2000 kg/m3Young modulus Es 27.375 GPa
Poisson ratio ms 0.27Joints Thickness t 5 mm
Density qm 2500 kg/m3Young modulus Em 3.0 MPa
Poisson ratio mm 0
Cohesion c 0
Friction angle / p/4 radThe boundary conditions have been deﬁned exporting from
Mathematica to Cast3M the information of the outer faces of the
stones of the outer ring. These faces were considered in calcula-
tions resting on Mohr–Coulomb contacts on a rigid conﬁnement
ring.
The considered loading actions were the self-weight plus a var-
iable load. The former depends on the geometry and was imposed
gradually as when striking a centering. The latter was applied as a
evenly distributed force per unit surface in the vertical direction on
top of the vault, precisely on the upper faces of the six ashlarsgeometry) plus a
and 200 kN. The
time.
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history and a resultant between 0 and 200 kN, during three
charge–discharge cycles starting when the self-weight was fully
applied (see Figs. 12 and 13). Notice that the resultant of the vari-
able load was imposed, instead than the average pressure, to make
results obtained with vaults of different shape comparable.3.01
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3.02
3.01
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3.19
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3.16
3.10
3.19
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Fig. 14. Bubble diagram of the total weight of the vault [105 N] for different values
of the chirality angle a and the splice angle u. The radius of bubbles is taken as an
afﬁne function of the computed, labeled, value. Gray disks denote results for vaults
of type A; the corresponding numerical values are written at their left. Empty disks
within a black circle refer to type B vaults; numerical values are at their right. The
empty location corresponds to the vault that was not tested numerically.4. Analysis
As already mentioned, we restrict attention on vaults shaped as
a spherical cap. All geometric parameters but two are ﬁxed in the
analysis to the values given in Section 2. Hence a two parameters
family of vaults is studied, taking the chirality angle a (rotation
of the nexors about the normal to the sphere passing through their
midpoint) in a list of length 6:
a 2 3p
20
;
19p
120
;
p
6
;
7p
40
;
11p
60
;
23p
120
 
(i.e., angles starting from 3p20 with step
p
120) and the splice angle u
(inclination of the ashlar’s nonparallel faces with respect to the
meridian plane containing the ashlar’s longitudinal axis) in a list
of length 6:
u 2 p
15
;
4p
45
;
p
9
;
2p
15
;
7p
45
;
8p
45
 
(i.e., from p15 with step
p
45).
The choice of the two ranges is dictated by geometry: values of
the chirality angle a closer to 0 or to p2 generate fans of nexors that
have their axes converging too close to a single point for the nexo-
rade scheme to apply effectively (i.e. these axes are too close to the
edges of an icosahedron when a? 0 or of a dodecahedron when
a! p2 for the load path in the structure to be not one of a geodesic
dome); the two limits correspond in fact to a lack of chirality. Val-
ues of the splice angle u closer to 0 make ashlars touch each others
on surfaces that are almost orthogonal to the vault’s middle sphere,
thus reducing the stacking timber effect proper of Abeille’s bond;
larger values of u than the considered ones give rise to contacts
along the lateral faces of the ashlars (and the necessary geometric
modiﬁcation of their shape to avoid interpenetrations) that are not
consistent with the studied static system, as ashlars would tend to
transmit forces more as elements of a shell than as beams.
The analysis consists in running numerical tests through the
family and comparing computational outputs. Further details on
the procedure will be explained in the following part of this
section.
The test was made on vaults of type A and B, but the two groups
must be analyzed together to get a complete view. In fact, due to
geometric oddnesses arising for some couples of the parameters
a and u and hindering the ﬁnite element meshing, not all vaults
in the family A and B were actually tested numerically. The alluded
oddnesses are due, in type A vaults, to the angular mismatch be-
tween edges of different ashlars at contact that, belonging to the
same contact plane, do not lay on the same plane on the intrados
or on the extrados; consequently very slender triangles must
sometimes be cut on the contact faces to discretize them compat-
ibly, thus demanding too high mesh densities for the numerical
modeling.
On the other hand, computations for two vaults of type B were
not performed because in such cases the rules introduced to deﬁne
type B ashlars produce solids whose faces intersect with each oth-
ers. Eliminating the mismatch would lead to the deﬁnition of a
third type of vault, which we considered not worth studying in this
paper.
The table below shows all studied cases, labeled ‘A’ and/or ‘B’
according to the type of vault that was tested.u
a
3p
2019p
120p
67p
4011p
6023p
1208p
45B – B B A B
7p
45B A B A B A B B A B
2p
15A B A B B B A B A B
p
9 A B B A B A B A B A B
4p
45B A B A B A B A B A B
p
15 A B A B A B A B A B A BNumerical tests where run to evaluate the optimal bond under
mechanical criteria. Vaults where compared with respect to the
following pieces of information.
1. Total weight of the structure (lighter vaults being better candi-
dates for an overall economy of the construction, see Fig. 14).
2. Maximum thrust (i.e. horizontal force in the radial direction)
exerted by a single ashlar of the outer layer on the conﬁnement
ring at the springing contacts (smaller values corresponding to
structures preferable with respect to the load descent, see
Fig. 15).
3. Maximum deﬂection under self-weight (the information is
irrelevant in itself, but useful to extract the active deﬂection,
see Fig. 16). (see Fig. 17)
4. Maximum total deﬂection under the ﬁst loading step (this
deﬂection is considered as a measure of the structural stiffness
before consolidation, see Fig. 14).
5. Maximum residual deﬂection after consolidating the structure
by the quoted series of loading–unloading cycles (this deﬂec-
tion informs on the sensibility of the structure to consolidation,
see Fig. 18).
6. Maximum cumulated gliding on contacts after these cycles
(smaller values indicating better structures, see Fig. 19).
7. Applied force vs maximum deﬂection curves under live loads
(shifted to clear all information on the self weight borne by
the vault and the related deﬂection, see ﬁgures from Figs. 20–
31).
Deﬂections mentioned above and given also in Figs. 10 and 11
were all measured as the vertical displacement of the highest point
of the vault.
The lightest structure is obtained for a ¼ 19p120 and u ¼ 7p45; gener-
ally, weight decreases increasing u. A similar tendency is observed
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Fig. 15. Bubble diagram of the maximum local thrust [104 N] at a springing joint
under self weight for different values of a and u. Symbols are explained in the
caption of Fig. 14.
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Fig. 16. Bubble diagram of the maximum vertical deﬂection [mm] under self
weight for different values of a and u. Symbols are explained in the caption of
Fig. 14.
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Fig. 17. Bubble diagram of the maximum vertical elastic deﬂection [mm] under
variable and dead load for different values of a and u. Symbols are explained in the
caption of Fig. 14.
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Fig. 18. Bubble diagram of the maximum vertical residual deﬂection [mm] after all
loading–unloading considered cycles for different values of a and u. Symbols are
explained in the caption of Fig. 14.
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Fig. 19. Bubble diagram of the maximum cumulated plastic deformation [103] at
joints for different values of a andu. Symbols are explained in the caption of Fig. 14.
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Fig. 20. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type A vault with chirality angle
a ¼ 3p20, colored according to the indicated values of the splice angle u 2 p15 ; p9 ; 2p15
 
.
The radar diagram in the gray hexagon has values on the axes that are the ratio
between a given data for the given vault and the largest such value obtained for all
vaults. Data are displayed as follows on the axes, turning clockwise from the top
vertex: (1) increment of the residual deﬂection at the last loading step divided by
the total residual deﬂection at the end of the last step, (2) maximum cumulated slip,
(3) total residual deﬂection, (4) initial stiffness (increment of load for unit deﬂection
at the ﬁrst loading ramp) on ﬁnal stiffness (the same, at the last ramp), (5) initial
compliance (the reciprocal of the initial stiffness), (6) maximum side thrust. Unit
values are at the vertices of the gray hexagon, zero at its center.
1794 M. Brocato, L. Mondardini / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 1786–1801for the maximum thrust, where a maximum for a ¼ p6 is also ob-
served, with a ¼ 19p120 and u ¼ 2p15 for A vaults and u ¼ 7p45 for B vaults
thrusting less than all the other cases. Notice that the ratio of the
thrust on the weight is quasi uniform through the family (between
0.15 and 0.17), showing that all vaults perform similarly from the
point of view of the arch effect.
Maximum vertical deﬂections under self weight or at the end of
the ﬁrst loading ramp are similarly affected by changes of the
parameters: higher values of a and u tend to give stiffer structures.
The stiffest case is a ¼ 23p120 and u ¼ 8p45.
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Fig. 21. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type B vault with a ¼ 3p20, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 2p15 ; 7p45 ; 8p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 22. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type A vault with a ¼ 19p120, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; 2p15 ; 7p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 23. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type B vault with a ¼ 19p120, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 2p15 ; 7p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 24. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type A vault with a ¼ p6, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 7p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 25. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type B vault with a ¼ p6, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 2p15 ; 7p45 ; 8p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 26. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type A vault with a ¼ 7p40, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 7p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 27. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type B vault with a ¼ 7p40, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 2p15 ; 7p45 ; 8p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 28. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type A vault with a ¼ 11p60 , colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 2p15 ; 8p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 29. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type B vault with a ¼ 11p60 , colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 2p15 ; 7p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 30. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type A vault with a ¼ 23p120, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 2p15 ; 7p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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Fig. 31. Variable load vs deﬂection curves for a type B vault with a ¼ 23p120, colored
according to the indicated values of u 2 p15 ; 4p45 ; p9 ; 2p15 ; 7p45 ; 8p45
 
. See Fig. 20 for the radar
hexagonal diagram.
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still, larger chirality angles a correspond to less yielding structures,
but now the smaller the splice angle u the lesser the computed
deﬂection.
The cumulated plastic deformation at the joints has a pattern
that suggests the existence of a locus of minima at values of u be-
tween 4p45 and
2p
15 or not far from them, though the sensibility to
parameter a is much less clear in this case. The analysis of cumu-
lated gliding is difﬁcult because of the relatively small amount of
such effect and because of the need of comparing local movements
occurring in different structures. To build an objective criterion we
have chosen to compare maxima regardless of the location where
they occur, which entails that the function displayed in Fig. 19 is
not necessarily continuous with respect to the parameters.
Figs. 20–30 show the load–deﬂection curves and radar diagrams
that recapitulate synthetically all relevant results and compare
them.
The load–deﬂection curves show that higher values of a tend to
give structures that are stiffer when ﬁrst loaded. On the other hand,
smaller values of a result in vaults that tend to consolidate slower.
The following parameters are used to have a synthetic view of
all analyzed outputs of the computations:
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if divided by the total residual deﬂection at the end of the last
step, gives a measure of the consolidation process occurring
during the loading–unloading cycles: if small it indicates a vault
that has been almost totally consolidated (no more progression
of the cumulated deﬂection). Aiming at a small value of this
parameter is thus a good strategy to optimize the structure.
2. The maximum cumulated slip denotes a negative phenomenon
as the vault drifts out its nominal geometry in an irreversible
and uncontrollable manner: hence the smaller this output the
better the vault.6
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Fig. 32. Radar diagrams of all vaults superposed, type A on the left and B on the right. See
different vaults; the superposition of all diagrams has only a qualitative purpose, smal
noticed that the parameters on the axes 4 (bottom corner) and 6 (top-left corner) enter
Fig. 33. The type A vault’s vertical displacement under self-w3. Total residual deﬂection, as the previous variable, indicates a
negative performance and its smallest value must be pursued.
4. The ratio between the initial overall stiffness of the vault, as
measured by the increment of the applied load per unit com-
puted deﬂection at the ﬁrst loading ramp, and its ﬁnal stiffness
(evaluated through the same measure, but at the last ramp),
which indicates the positive hardening of the structure when
consolidating; the smallest value, corresponding to a structure
stiffer at the end than at the beginning of the experiment, is
to be considered as the indicator of the best performance.6
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1
Fig. 20 for the meaning of the radar axes. Polygons of different colors correspond to
ler groups of diagrams having been displayed in the previous ﬁgures. It should be
almost negligibly into play.
eight load for a = 23p/120 and u = p/9. Measures in [m].
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of the initial stiffness as deﬁned above, indicates, with a small
value, a good structural behavior and a bad one with a high
value (at least as far as stiffness is valuable in the particular
case).
6. The maximum side thrust at the vault’s springing is generally
speaking the indicator of a need for a containment structure,
whose stiffness and strength should be proportional to it; hence
a minimal value for this maximum is to be sought.
As mentioned above, in Figs. 20–30 a radar diagram has been
included in the gray hexagon to show synthetically the vaults’ per-
formance. The diagram has six axes were values are reported that
are the ratio between a given data, for each vault, from the list
above and the largest such value obtained for all vaults of the same
family (A or B). Axes are thus scaled from 0 (at the center of the
hexagon) to 1 (at the corners), with better performances closer to
the center. Hence radar ﬁgures of smaller area tend to represent
better performing structures.
All cases included, active deﬂections at the ﬁrst loading ramp
are between 4.5 mm and 6.5 mm for a live load resultant of
200 kN, i.e. an overall initial stiffness between 44 MN/m and
31 MN/m, with consolidation hardening all structures of about
15% of their initial stiffness.
It should also be noticed that consolidation does not stop pro-
gressing sensibly after the third ramp when a 6 19p120, contrary to
what happens for higher values of a.
A rationale for the ponderation of the above introduced criteria
need be set to decide on the optimal choice of parameters, a setting
that depends on the particular case and thus remains undeﬁned in
a study as general as the present one.
An overall measure of the performance of the vault can be ob-
tained as a weighted sum of the values given along the axes of
the radar diagram. For equal weights this measure is proportionalFig. 34. The cumulated slip at joints after all loadito the surface of the represented polygon; otherwise, the different
weights can be accounted for scaling the six axes of the radar dia-
gram differently before taking the measure of this surface. Within
the scope of the present investigation, having no hints to set such
weighting rules, a more reﬁned measure of the structural perfor-
mance than the one given by equal weights cannot be produced.
Observing Fig. 32, where all radar diagrams are superposed to
get an overall—if qualitative—view, it must be noticed anyway that
some of the performance parameters display small differences
when changing vaults and thus have a minor effect on the radar
polygon surface (see, e.g., axes 4 and 6 of the radar).
The choice of the optimal vault can thus be driven mainly by the
following information: (axis 1) the increment of the residual
deﬂection at the last loading step divided by the total residual
deﬂection at the end of the last step and (axis 2) the maximum
cumulated slip; in addition—with a lesser effect—also (axis 3) the
total residual deﬂection and (axis 5) the initial compliance can con-
tribute to the overall measure of the performance.
As shown by the quoted diagrams, the choice should fall on cou-
ples of the kind:
a ¼ 23p
120
or a ¼ 11p
60
; u ¼ p
9
or u ¼ 2p
15
;
having a radar diagram enclosing a smaller surface, which should
then be considered, if not optimal for all circumstances, at least hav-
ing good performances in all cases when the six chosen criteria are
almost equally important. (The ﬁrst three smallest surfaces are
those of the vaults a ¼ 23p120 ;u ¼ p9 ;a ¼ 23p120 ;u ¼ 2p15, and a ¼ 11p60 ;u ¼
2p
15, in that order, for type A, and a ¼ 23p120 ;u ¼ 8p45 ;a ¼ 23p120 ;u ¼ 2p15 ;
a ¼ 11p60 ;u ¼ 2p15, in that order, for type B.)
Entering into further details, assuming that a fast converging
consolidation and the smallest thrust dominate on other criteria,
the choice of the couple:ng cycles for type A, a = 23p/120 and u = p/9.
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60
; u ¼ 8p
45
is the most appropriate for a type A vault as it gives, among the
cases with aP p6 that guarantees on the convergence of consolida-
tion, the 1st result in terms of lightness, the 7th for the initial
stiffness, and the 9th in terms of reduced thrust. Residual deﬂec-
tion is in this case larger than in all other cases bounded below by
a ¼ p6, but the cumulated plastic slip on joints is average for the
family.
Always for type A vaults, the couple
a ¼ 23p
120
; u ¼ p
9
;
having the radar diagram that encloses the smallest surface, can be
considered as optimizing under the same set of reasons than the
previous one, being in the average in terms of lightness and small-
ness of the thrust (excluding cases with a < p6 that consolidate1
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Fig. 35. Output of the net of the eight families of stones that compose the chosen optimal
face at the intrados and labeled with a colored text that corresponds to the color in the l
sides of the portrayed one; the correct position of any stone can thus be determined duri
Colored numbers within some faces of the net correspond to the type of ashlar that is islowly), 7th for the stiffness, and 2nd for the residual deﬂection
and for the cumulated slip.
For vaults of type B it is the couple
a ¼ 23p
120
; u ¼ 2p
15
;
that gives the 1st result of all in terms of initial stiffness and, being
for the self-weight and the thrust in the average of all cases with
aP p6, can be taken as optimal.
In Figs. 33 and 34 we show the computed vertical deﬂection
ﬁeld and cumulated slip ﬁeld at the joints, after all loading cycles,
for the a ¼ 23p120 and u ¼ p9 type A vault.5. Fabrication information
For computer aided fabrications, especially 3D printing, Math-
ematica results can be exported in any necessary format; neverthe-
less we have focussed particularly on a traditional stone fabrication3
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vault of type A, the a ¼ 23p120 andu ¼ p9. Nets ﬁgures are developed on the plane of the
ayout. Dashed lines represent the contour of the end-face of the stones that rest on
ng erection making its end-faces match such kind of prints on the neighboring ones.
n contact with the given bloc on that face.
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ses, and written automatic procedures to help in a standardization
process.
First of all a classiﬁcation of stones according to their geometry
need be performed. For this purpose the net diagram of the polyhe-
dral shape of each stone is produced automatically, taking the face
of the ashlar at the intrados as a reference for the net. To speed up
the procedure, this net is constructed only for type A vaults ﬁrst. In
the net the print of neighboring stones on the lateral surface of the
ashlar is reproduced too. The simpliﬁcation introduces no errors
when studying type B vaults, as all geometric elements generating
the ﬁnal shape in this case are anyway taken into account when
building type A vaults.
Then all such nets are compared and deemed to be equal if a dif-
ference smaller than a given precision (5 mm) is found between
any equivalent coordinates of the two nets. In such a way ashlars1
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Fig. 36. Output of the net of the eight families of stones that compose the chosen optima
faces at the extrados and labeled with a colored text that corresponds to the color in the la
that is in contact with the given bloc on that face. The intrados face of blocs is split in the nare classed into families of equal shape and dimensions and sub-
families, when—shape and dimensions being equal—a different
print of the neighbors is recorded.
In the particular cases that where studied, and thanks to the
good regularity of the tessellation of the sphere that was used to
generate the vault’s geometry, only eight families are needed to
class all 240 stones that compose an hemispherical vault. The eight
of them enter the composition of the vault that was studied
(f = 0.75), actually made of 76 ashlars only.
Notice that there is no difference, within a given family, due
to the print of neighbors on different members, i.e. all ashlars in
a family are to be mounted in the same geometric conditions.
This result ensues from the regularity of the geodesic sphere too.
After such classiﬁcation, a polyhedral net for each of the eight
families is constructed also for type B vaults, taking all 20 faces
of the corresponding ashlars into account.3
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l vault of type B, the a ¼ 23p120 and u ¼ p9. Nets are developed on the plane of one of the
yout. Colored numbers within some faces of the net correspond to the type of ashlar
et and the triangles that compose it are attached alternatively to either lateral faces.
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the vault according to the family they belong to. Fig. 35 shows a
typical output for the a ¼ 23p120 and u ¼ p9 type A vault. Fig. 36 shows
the same output for the a ¼ 23p120 and u ¼ p9 type B vault.
6. Conclusions
The procedure described in this paper makes a new family of
structures accessible to the designer. They are called Abeille’s do-
mes in homage to the French engineer Joseph Abeille who invented
the particular type of ﬂat vault bond adapted here to generate
domes.
Remarkably, the structural system is an hybrid between a vault
and a nexorade, partly resisting by the principle of the inverted cat-
enary, partly by that of the lever. Relying only on compressive
strength and unilateral contact conditions, such system can prove
advantageous if a reduction of the embodied energy is sought.
The solution of the geometrical issues related to the accommo-
dation of a ﬂat geometry on spherical surface are extended in this
paper, with respect to what already presented in the literature,
covering cases when the intrados and/or the extrados of the dome
are convex polyhedral surfaces or smooth spheres.
Tools are also given for the evaluation of the mechanical perfor-
mances and for anaid at the fabrication tasks. Aﬁnite elementmodel
of the structure has been set, with linear elastic ashlars and unilate-
ral contactswithMohr–Coulomb friction and associate slip. Numer-
ical analyses have been run fromparametrically generated inputs to
test different structures and compare their behaviors. Two parame-
ters were considered that are inherently related to Abeille’s bond:
the chirality angle, giving the extent to which the structure deviates
from standard toward reciprocal frames, and the splice angle, mea-
suring the opening of the wedge offered by the ashlars.
The structure has been tested numerically by submitting it to
three sawtooth load-unload cycles. Computational outputs were
compared on the base of: the increment of the residual deﬂection
at the last loading step divided by the total residual deﬂection at
the end of the last step; the maximum cumulated contact slip;
the total residual deﬂection; the ratio between the tangent stiff-
ness at the ﬁrst loading ramp and the same measure taken at the
last ramp; the initial overall compliance of the structure; the max-
imum side thrust at the vault’s springing. To help choosing the
optimal structure, a radar plot of the aforementioned criteria has
been proposed and the parameters leading to the minimal area en-
closed by the plot were selected as optimal.
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